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Abstract  
 
This work wants to be a new step on the study of noise in real images. The main                  
contribution of this work is the presentation and creation of a new real noisy              
photographs dataset. The special characteristics of this dataset are that the pictures were             
taken in realistic conditions (in automatic mode) from different urban art spots. This             
dataset is composed of 32 scenes from where noisy and clean images are provided. In               
order to calculate the clean groundtruth image we have developed a pipeline to do so               
from the original raw data. Besides, we implemented a code that simulates the steps that               
a camera follows in order to get the final jpeg color image given the data captured by                 
the sensor. Finally, we implemented a convolutional neural network that is able to             
estimate the noise in function of the pixel intensity that we trained using our dataset.               
Our goal is to provide to the computer vision community a new dataset with real noisy                
images that can be very useful for data driven algorithms and add new details on the                
discussion on how noise acts in nowadays digital cameras. 
 
 
 
 

Resum  
 
Aquest treball vol significar un nou pas en l’estudi del soroll en imatges reals. La major                
contribució d’aquest projecte és la presentació i creació d’un nou banc de dades amb              
fotografies amb soroll real. El valor afegit d’aquest banc de dades és que les imatges es                
van prendre en condicions reals (en mode automàtic) a diferents punts d’art urbà.             
Aquest conjunt de dades es compon de 32 escenes diferents on s’inclouen fotos amb              
soroll i sense. Per calcular aquestes imatges sense soroll hem desenvolupat un sistema             
que les calcula a partir de les dades en cru. A més, hem implementat un codi que simula                  
les operacions que realitza una càmara per obtenir la imatge amb color en jpeg a partir                
de les dades capturades pel sensor. Finalment, hem implementat una xarxa neuronal            
convolucional, entrenada amb el nostre conjunt de fotografies, que és capaç d’estimar el             
soroll en funció de la intensitat del píxel. L’objectiu és proporcionar a la comunitat de               
visió per computador un nou banc de dades d’imatges amb soroll real que poden servir               
per a algorismes que necessiten de dades per funcionar i així afegir nous punts de vista a                 
la discussió de com el soroll afecta a les càmeres digitals d’avui dia.  
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Prologue  
 
Since the first denoising algorithms appeared during the past century, image noise has             
been always treated as additive and Gaussian. But, over the last few years it has been                
proven that this is not the case for regular photographs. So, in this undergraduate project               
we want to extend this topic adding a new dataset to literature and studying and               
analyzing this type of noise. 
 
We will present what are the steps that we followed in order to create this new dataset,                 
from how the image acquisition is performed, to the generation of a ground truth image               
without noise. The images that are included on it, are taken under plausible conditions              
in order to get a real noise distribution. Besides, this dataset that we have called Street                
Art Noisy Dataset, simplifies the training and testing of some diverse noise related             
algorithms.  
 
Finally, in order to show the potential of a dataset of these characteristics, we have               
implemented a data-driven method that is able to estimate a noise level function given a               
single noisy image. With all of this, we want to show how to work and treat real noise                  
that can be found in our daily photographs.  
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
 
In this work we will give some tools to model noise in real photographs, creating real                
data for noise related algorithms and estimating whose unknown distribution from a            
single image using a data-driven approach. But, before we have to better understand             
how noise has been treated and discussed over the last years on literature. 
 
 
1.1.  Noise  
 
As Cambridge dictionary says, noise is the unexplained or unexpected information in a             
sample that is not useful and that can be ignored . It can appear in any source of                 1

information, for example in an audio track, in a movie clip or in a simple image. But, it                  
is not easy to ignore this lack of information and we need to understand it in order to be                   
able to remove it or recover the lost data. Hence, the aim of this work is to study the                   
noise in one of its sources, realistic (possibly noisy) photographs.  
 
The last motivation of this study is to make image noise more treatable in real cases in                 
order to make easier the application of denoising algorithms (due to the noise             
estimation). An additional difficulty to this fact is that as we were working with good               
digital cameras in real cases situations, the amount of noise is not too high. For this                
purpose, we present a dataset of real noisy images and as an example of application of                
it, a data-driven approach for image noise estimation. This created dataset will be public              
in order to allow other people to work with it. 
 
 
1.1.1.   Images and noise 
 
Image noise has been studied over the last century, and during all this time many               
denoising algorithms have been proposed. During the 40s, Wiener [1] proposed an            
statistical approach that uses linear time invariant filtering to filter out the additive noise              
of a corrupted sample image. Around fifty years later, a new important method was              
presented by Perona and Malik, the anisotropic diffusion [2]. This is a partial             
differential equations (PDE) based method that performs diffusion over the flatten           
regions of the image while using the information of its gradient to preserve the edges of.                
Two years after this last method (1992), Rudin, Osher, and Fatemi introduced the total              
variation (TV) denoising approach [3], which is also a PDE-based method. Images with             
a high level of noise have a high total variation so by minimizing this total variation                

1 Noise definition by Cambridge Dictionary: https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es/diccionario/ingles/noise  
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(which for discrete images means reducing the norm of its gradient) we can obtain              
denoised images in where the edges are well preserved. The TV produces piecewise             
constant images that can look artificial for natural images. 
 
Moreover, in 1998 the Bilateral filtering method was proposed by Tomasi and            
Manduchi [4]. It consists on substituting every pixel by a weighted average of its              
neighbors. In order to maintain sharp edges, it gives different weights (to the sample              
pixels) based on color similarity and geometric distances. This method is a local             
approximation because to denoise a target pixel, it only considers the surrounding ones.             
On the other hand, in 2005, Buades et al. presented the non-local means (NL-means)              
algorithm [5]. So, to denoise a given pixel, are not only considered the neighbor pixels,               
but also pixels with similar intensity on other parts of the image are considered.              
Following this idea, two years later appeared the block-matching and 3D filtering            
(BM3D) approximation, by Dabov et al. [6]. The aim of BM3D is to group similar               
patches of an input image into the 3D space, before a collaborative filtering is done.               
Once some transforms are computed (such as linear, domain change and inversion)            
during this collaborative filtering, the image is transformed back to the 2D space and all               
the superposed patches are weight-averaged.  
 
Finally, the success of deep learning algorithms has also impacted into this topic, with              
many data-driven approaches for denoising purposes presented during the recent years.           
Based on the PDEs for denoising, the Trainable Nonlinear Reaction Diffusion (TNRD)            
appeared. This was created by Chen and Pock [7] for image restoration purposes such as               
image denoising, single image super resolution and jpeg deblocking (all with good            
results). But, one of the most successful methods is the one presented by Zhang et al.                
[8]. They presented a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based model for image            
denoising that adopts the residual learning formulation in order to remove the image             2

information and mantaining only the noise (the residue).  
 
 
1.1.2.   The difficulties to model real noise 
 
Most of the methods presented in the last section treats the noise as additive white               
gaussian distibuted (AWGN), but this is a problem because it is well known that in real                
situations, the noise does not follow this distribution. Therefore, our aim in this study is               
to give some tools in order to estimate and treat this real noise.  
 

2 The residual learning formulation is based on using as input to a layer the directly connected outputs and 
the outputs from previous layers [9] 
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Although in the first steps of image acquisition, the real noise distribution can be well               
described, when this image passes through the internal camera operations and the            
typical compression algorithm, this distribution is lost (as explained in [15], [16] and             
[17]). To study this problem there are some datasets that gives some pair images (one               
without noise and other with noise) to create algorithms and models that can estimate or               
remove this real noise. Some of these datasets are: the See-in-the-Dark Dataset (SID)             
[18], the Darmstadt Noise Dataset (DND) [19], a Denoising Dataset for Smartphones            
[20], the RENOIR Dataset [21], etc.  
 
In this work we present the Street Art Noisy Dataset (SAND) in where we focus in                
street art images. In order to force the images to have noise that can appear in realistic                 
situations, all of the sample images in SAND were taken in automatic mode. Then, the               
camera chose automatically the shot parameters to simulate what usually happens when            
we are going to take a picture with our digital camera or smartphone.  
 
We also present an example of application of our dataset, a data-driven approach for              
single-image noise estimation. So, following the recent work done in [34], we            
implemented a Convolutional Neural Network architecture they presented in order to           
estimate the noise level functions (NLF) of noisy images. In their work, they generated              
a synthetic noisy dataset to train the CNN while we use the real noisy images. 
 
 
1.2. Contributions of this work 
 
Summarizing, the main contributions of this work are: a new dataset with image pairs of               
real noisy images and their clean versions composed of 32 scenes and a total number of                
1024 images; the code to create such dataset and the implementation and training of a               
state-of-the-art convolutional neural network that can be used to estimate real noise in             
photographs. Additionally, the code that implements the camera pipeline from RAW           
format to jpeg is also provided. The SAND dataset is going to be uploaded in the                
e-Repositori of the Universitat Pompeu Fabra to facilitate its use by the image             
processing and computer vision community. Moreover, all the code implemented for           
this work can be found in Github . 3

 
 
This work is distributed in the following way. In Chapter 2 we present the dataset               
construction with the two main topics in it, the camera pipeline (2.1) and the ground               
truth generation (2.3). Then, in Chapter 3 we present the noise estimation example             
application, explaining what is the architecture of the CNN and the training procedures             
(3.2). We also present some results of this model with our SAND, and compare it with                

3 https://github.com/CarlosRamis/tfg_real_denoising 
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one related algorithm in section 3.4. Finally, in Chapter 4 we present the conclusions              
and what is the work that can be done in a future. 
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2.   A DATASET OF REAL STREET PHOTOGRAPHY 
 
Most denoising algorithms are tested in jpeg compressed images, which are the result of              
going through the whole camera pipeline, in where synthetic gaussian noise is added.             
But this kind of noise is not a realistic approach for regular photographs where the noise                
does not follow a simple Gaussian distribution, specially after going through this            
pipeline. As Lebrun et al. explain in [14] the noise in a raw photograph is               
signal-dependent where a Poisson distribution, due to the shot noise, and additive white             
gaussian noise (AWGN), due to the thermal noise , are combined. Then, as the image              4

passes through the camera pipeline, which applies some different non-linear          
transformations (for instance, the gamma correction), the final noise distribution is           
unknown. 
 
Because of that, what we wanted was to create a dataset of photographs in automatic               
mode with realistic noise. The dataset contains the raw rgb images and the jpeg              
compresed ones. Although most of the noise related methods work over the final             
product, the jpeg images, some of them use the raw data and can be used for learning                 
approaches like the one described in [40]. 
 
 
2.1.   State-of-the-art 
 
In order to train and test our algorithm, we need a dataset of example images (later, we                 
will explain how we create and order this dataset). So in this chapter, we are going to                 
explain how this dataset is build step by step, from the generation of the RGB images to                 
the creation of the ground truth images (images without noise), which will help to train               
and test different noise related algorithms.  
 
There are some other recent works that have created datasets with real noisy images.              
For example, one of the first realistic noise dataset that appeared was the RENOIR              
dataset (Anaya et al. [21]). It was created due to the lack of real data used for estimating                  
and remove image noise (this methods used to be tested with artificial noise data). Then,               
another known dataset presented was the the Darmstadt Noise Dataset (DND) proposed            
by Plotz and Roth in [19]. The DND is formed by images with different ISO values                
(which intensifies the thermal noise) in different realistic situations. Moreover, nearly           
all the images were taken during the day (when shot noise is not too high). In contrast to                  
this fact, the See-in-the-Dark Dataset (SID) appeared (Chen et al. [18]) with a set of               
low-light images. In SID and DND the difference between the noisy image and the              

4 The thermal noise is caused by the camera electronics. 
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reference one (ground truth) is the exposure time. So, the ground truth images have a               
higher exposure time than the noisy ones. 
 
There is also one other dataset with realistic photographs, but taken with smartphones             
(where the sensors are smaller), created by Abdelhamed et al. [20]. Here, in order to               
create the ground truth image, they follow a pipeline where given a set of images of the                 
same scene are able to estimate the noiseless ground truth images. We will follow some               
steps of this proposed pipeline as explained in section 2.3. This pipeline also solves a               
problem that appear in the RENOIR dataset. This problem was, that there were some              
spatial misalignment between the noisy and reference images as explained in [19]. 
 
 
2.2.   Materials and methods 
 
Our realistic noisy images dataset, Street Art Noisy Dataset (SAND), consists in 3             
different types of images per scene: the ground truth image, 30 real noisy images and a                
high ISO image. In total, we have captured 32 different scenes, where for every scene,               
around 35 photos in automatic mode where captured and 3 or 4 with ISO 3200 (not all                 
pictures were added to SAND). In figure 2.1 we can observe how many scenes we have                
with a certa ISO range. We wanted to take our photographs in automatic mode because               
in most of the cases, when someone take a daily picture, the capture parameters (time               
exposure, ISO, aperture) are set by the device (DSLR camera, mobile phone,...) so the              
most realistic noise will be produced in this fashion.  
 
To take the pictures for our dataset we used a Nikon D3100 with a 18-55mm lens, and                 
to get stability between each shot for scene we used a tripod. We also used a remote                 
trigger, in order to avoid little vibrations when the images where shotted.  
 
Besides, we focused on take pictures of street art like graffitis or painted murals. The               
idea was to obtain a wide range of colors and variety in the image while at the same                  
time capturing still scenes. In order to force challenging conditions for the camera to              
increase the effect of noise in the photographs, all the scenes were taken in low light                
conditions due to cloudy weather. In this way we also avoided moving shadows created              
by the sun that could create discrepancies between shots.  
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Figure 2.1: Graph that summarizes the images ISO in SAND 

 
To simulate the camera pipeline we have implemented in Matlab the algorithm            
explained in [10], in order to create our own RGB images given the raw ones. Finally,                
to create the ground truth noiseless image we have followed another pipeline that allows              
us to get a reference image given some samples of noisy photographs. 
 
 
2.3.   Camera pipeline  
 
So first, what we need is to simulate the set of operations that follows a camera to obtain                  
the RGB image (before jpeg compression) from a raw one (we denote as camera              
pipeline to the set of all these operations). We follow the steps presented by Sumner in                
[10] to create this pipeline. The main steps are:  
 

1. Linearization 
2. White Balance 
3. Demosaicking 
4. Color Space Conversion 
5. Brightness and Gamma Correction  
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As we have taken the image with a Nikon camera, the raw format that we obtain was                 
Nikon Electronic Format (nef). So to convert this to the raw data sensor, we obtain the                5

Digital Negative (dng), a standard format for raw images created by Adobe, using the              
open source Adobe DNG Converter software . 6

 

 

Figure 2.2: Camera pipeline to get the RGB image 

 
 

2.3.1.   Linearization 
 
The input raw image of our pipeline is the one known as Color Filter Array (CFA),                
where every pixel represents the amount of inner light of each one of the primary               
colors: red, green and blue. The dimensions of the Nikon D3100 CMOS type sensor are               
23,1 x 15,4 mm [11]. This makes that the dimensions in pixels are 4608 3072.×  
 
In some digital cameras (like Nikon for example) a non-linear transformation is applied             
to the 2D array raw image. So, it makes the image non-linear for storage purposes.               
Consequently, it is necessary to map the values from a linearization table (found in the               
image metadata) to the pixels in the sensor data. 
 
After applying this process, some values in the image are still outside the pixel values               
range. In order to correct this situation, we had to find the black and saturation levels of                 

5 Nikon NEF, more info in: 
https://www.nikonimgsupport.com/eu/BV_article?articleNo=000004883&lang=es  
6 Adobe DNG Converter: https://helpx.adobe.com/es/photoshop/using/adobe-dng-converter.html  
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the sensor (stored in the metadata too) and normalize and clip the image in order to have                 
the pixel values between 0 and 1.  
 
If we denote the black level as Black and the saturation level as Saturation, and given 
the raw image Iraw , we can linearize it as follows to obtain the linear image Ilin:  
 

 
 
In our case, we had Black = 0 and Saturation = 3880.  Then, to clip the image due to 
the outsider pixels, we just compute this operation: 
 

 
 

After that, we had our CFA linearized with all the values between 0 and 1 and ready to 
apply the white balance step. 
 
 
2.3.2.   White Balance 
 
White balancing is done in order to avoid color cast, and make the neutral colors               
perceived as natural. Seeing that, what we have to do for white balancing our images is                
to multiply each color channel by its correspondent multiplier. Usually, green channel            
multiplier is 1 and the other two values, depending on the shot illumination conditions,              
can be chosen by the user (but is normal to find this values in the image metadata too).                  
For example in figure 2.1, the white balance multipliers are: 0.5059 for red channel, 1               
for green channel and 0.7926 for the blue one. These values were obtained from the               
metadata field denoted as AsShotAsNatural. 
 

  

Figure 2.3: RGB image without white balancing the CFA and with white balancing 
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2.3.3.   Demosaicking 
 
When the camera takes a photo, each cell of the sensor only obtains information from               
one color channel. In order to obtain a color image, the unknown values are interpolated               
from the sensed values in the CFA. 
 
The function used to apply this interpolation is the Matlab built-in demosaic based on              
the “high quality linear interpolation” proposed by Marval et al. [12]. Here, we need to               
specify the bayer pattern of the sensor. This pattern describes how RGB cells are              
ordered in terms of 2-by-2 matrices. Our camera bayer pattern is 'gbrg' and this means               
that CFA is ordered as shown below in Figure 2.4. 
 

 

Figure 2.4: Bayer pattern of Nikon D3100 (‘gbrg’) 

 
 

  

Figure 2.5: Before and after demosaicking 
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2.3.4.   Color Space Conversion 
 
The next step of the camera pipeline is the color space conversion. In this case what we                 
want to do is to transform the image values from the camera color space to the screen                 
color space (in this case we have used sRGB color space). In order to do that, we need                  
two different matrices: the xyz to camera matrix (xyz2cam) and the RGB to xyz              
(rgb2xyz). The first mentioned matrix can be obtained from the image metadata, but to              
obtain the specific rgb2xyz matrix from our camera we have obtained it from Bruce              
Lindlom’s webpage [13] where this matrix can be found for different cameras. 
 
Once we have the two matrices, we multiply them and get the inverse of the result in                 
order to obtain the final color space conversion matrix (Camera to RGB matrix,             
cam2rgb). In our case, the cam2rgb is: 
 

 
 
Finally, this matrix is applied pixel-wise to the RGB image to transport it to the correct                
color space. 
 
 
2.3.5.   Brightness and Gamma Correction 
 
The last stage of our pipeline operates over the intensities of the image to make it more                 
suitable to the human eye. This is made with two transformations, a linear one (which               
makes the image to be brighter) and a non-linear one (the gamma correction). This              
gamma correction was introduced to make the cathode ray tube (CRT) monitors output             
voltages proportional to the input light intensity. 
 
To apply the linear transformation, first we find the mean intensity value of the image               
denoted as μI, and then, in order to get the brightness multiplier B: 
 

 
 
Then, it is time to multiply all the image values by B (this makes the old mean intensity                  
value be ¾ of the maximum). In the case of the non linear transformation (usually               
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known as gamma correction) we apply a power function to the whole 2D array. The               
exponent of this function is known as gamma value, which in our case takes the value: 
 

 
 
 

Figure 2.6: Without and with brightness and gamma correction 

 
 
2.4.   Ground truth image pipeline 
 
In this section, we present the pipeline we have followed to generate this dataset. The               
ground truth image is finally obtained as the median of n real noisy images, but several                
preprocessing steps are performed before that. The main steps are performed following            
[20] with some variations. So, the main steps of this workflow are: 
 

1. Interpolate defective pixels 
2. Spatial alignment 
3. Intensity alignment 
4. Median image 
5. RGB conversion (camera pipeline) 

 
From the first to the fourth step we use the raw sensor data, before we apply the camera                  
pipeline presented in 2.3 in order to obtain the RGB image.  
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Figure 2.7: Ground truth pipeline 

 
 
2.4.1. Interpolation of defective pixels  
 
In every camera sensor there are some cells not working properly and giving wrong data               
to the image array. It is true that in large images usually, this is not too noticeable, but in                   
order to get robust results, we decided to find the defective pixels of our camera. In                
order to apply this method, we assume that the mean intensity and the standard              
deviation of the defective pixels are high independently of the conditions of the scene.  
 
First, we took around 500 lightless images and compute the mean and the standard              
deviation images of them, assuming that the value of the defective pixels in these two               
images will be higher that for normal ones. Then, we took the intensities of each image                
(the mean and the standard deviation ones) and sort them in a descending order. If we                
take N as the total number of pixels of an image, MI an array of the intensities of the                   
mean image (sorted in a descent way) and Mpos as the array containing the position               
indices (in the image) of each intensity in MI. We also have SI and Spos that are the same                   
as MI and Mpos but for the standard deviation image. In figure 2.7 you can see the first                  
400 samples of MI and SI.  
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Figure 2.8: Graph representing MI and SI 

 
In order to find the defective pixels what we did was to select the first 141 (0.00001% of                  
N = 14155776) values in MI and SI , and find the positions that are at the same time in                    
the first 141 values of Mpos and Spos. We chose 141 because what we want was to get                  
pixels that corresponds to the first slope that we can see in figure 2.7. 
 
So once we have the positions, we interpolate each defective pixel of every sample CFA               
with the mean of the four pixels that surround it (and corresponds to the same color                
channel). 
 
 
2.4.2.   Spatial alignment 
 
Although we use a tripod, when we take the input images, a little shift can be observed.                 
So to avoid this situation and achieve better results with the median image, every image               
is spatially aligned (including the high ISO ones, although we do not use them to               
compute the median image). 
 
Following [20], we combine two algorithms to make the images being spatially aligned:             
a subpixel image registration by cross-correlation (suggested by Guizar-Sicairos et al.           
[22]) and Thin-Plane spline warping (Bookstein [23]). Before applying any of these            
algorithms we have to choose a reference image. Then, we find the local translation              
vectors of each image respect to the reference one with the first presented algorithm.              
This algorithm is implemented in Matlab by Guizar-Sicarios and the function is called             
dftregistration. This function has as input: the fourier transform of the reference and the              
sample image, and an upsampling factor. This upsampling factor regards to the            
registration accuracy. So having a upsampling factor usfac = u means that the image              
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will be registered within 1/u of a pixel. Besides, to get better results, is recommended to                
divide the image by windows to get more than one translation vector. This fact              
guarantees to take care about the subpixel shifting between images. In our case, we used               
windows of 400 400 pixels, 1 pixel of overlapping and usfac = 10. As we are working   ×               
in the raw image, we ended having a total of 15 translation vectors per image channel                
(one blue channel, one red channel and two green channels due to its duplicity in the                
bayer pattern).  
 
Once we have this vectors, we warp the non-reference photo with the Bookstein             
algorithm. The Matlab implementation was done by Archibald and we use one of the              7

functions that he implemented, the tpswarp. The inputs to this function are: the sample              
image, the output image dimensions, the translation vectors and an interpolation struct.            
The interpolation struct contains the following information: 
 

- Method: the interpolation mode (nearest neighbor, inverse distance or none of           
them). 

- Radius: maximum radius for the nearest neighbor interpolation or the radius of            
the inverse weighted interpolation. 

- Power: the power for inverse weighted interpolation. 
 
Finally, in our case, we used the nearest neighbor method with a radius of 5 in order to                  
have the aligned image after this last step.  
 

 

Figure 2.9: Spatial alignment example. The eye after the transformation is moved downwards. 

7 MathWorks by Archibald, F. Code of Warping Using Thin Plate Splines. 
https://es.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/24315-warping-using-thin-plate-splines?s_tid=prof
_contriblnk, 2009  
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2.4.3.   Intensity alignment 
 
Before computing the median image, is necessary to align the intensities of all the              
sample images to ensure that the noisy ones and the ground truth are in the same light                 
conditions (which is also proposed in [20]). Thanks to this, we obtain a more robust               
result and, further, it is helpful to avoid small changes in scene illumination and              
hardware imperfections. 
 
So, having xi as a sample image, μi as the mean intensity of the sample image and μa as                   
the mean value of every μi, we intensity align every image as follows: 
 

xi  = xi -  μi +  μa 

 
 
2.4.4.   Median image and final RGB images 
 
To compute the final ground truth raw image, we decided to use the median operation               
after applying the previous preprocessing steps explained before. It is known that            
median operation is better than mean in order to avoid outliers. This is the image that                
we propose as reference for every noisy sample image. 
 
Once we have our raw median image (in figure 2.10 we can see an example of noisy                 
samples and a ground truth one in jpeg), it is time to process this image together with all                  
the noisy images using our camera pipeline (explained before). When this is ready, we              
had the final ground truth and noisy images that we added to the SAND.  
 
The ground truth pipeline was ran in a MacBook Pro with 2,7 GHz Intel Core i5, and                 
for every scene it took about 10 minutes. 

Figure 2.10: Example of median image 
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2.5.   Street Art Noisy Dataset 
 
Our SAND dataset is divided into two main sections: raw images and jpeg images. Both               
subfolders are ordered in the same way. So, there is a folder for every scene, and in                 
every scene folder we find: 
 

- High ISO image 
- Median image 
- A folder with the sample images  

 
 

 

Figure 2.11: Screenshot of the SAND content 

 
As it does not exist an original dng o nef (the raw format for Nikon cameras) file for the                   
grount truth image, we provide the image saved in tiff and a Matlab struct variable with                
the metadata of one of the sample images. This struct contains useful information as:              
camera model, white balance multipliers, color matrices, etc.  
 
The dataset will be stored on the online data repository of the Universitat Pompeu              
Fabra, the e-Repositori UPF , while all the code can be found on Github  8 9

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 repositori.upf.edu/ 
9 https://github.com/CarlosRamis/tfg_real_denoising 
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3.   A USE CASE: NOISE ESTIMATION USING CNNs 
 
An example of use case for SAND is the estimation of noise level functions (NLF) for                
real noisy images using convolutional neural networks. There are some related           
architectures in literature, for instance in [8] they try to learn how to estimate the               
residual noise of an image or the FFDNet [24], presented by Zhang et al., using a noise                 
level map of a sample image and a discriminative learning method, they are able to               
denoise that sample image. But, for NLF estimation purposes, we have only found one              
architecture with good performance, the MC-Net [34], that is the one that we have              
implemented and tested. 
 
 
3.1.   State-of-the-art  
 
Most of the known denoising algorithms need a parameter mostly based on the standard              
deviation of the noise in order to minimize the error during the application of the               
algorithm. We already explained thtat this noise level is not the same for the whole               
image, because the noise generated by camera sensors is not signal-independent noise            
(SIN). This noise estimation has several proposals like the method presented by Ghazal             
and Amer in [25] and the one presented by Bilcu and Vehvilainen in [26], where they                
try to estimate the AWGN. But, during the image acquisiton some noise is generated              
and due to the transformations produced during this pipeline, this becomes           
ignal-dependent noise (SDN), where every image intensity (where normally goes from 0            
to 255) is corrupted by a different value. Here is where takes part the noise level                
function, which estimates the noise standard deviation for every image intensity value.  
 
One of the main problems for calculating the NLF is that the noise distribution is not                
known due to the complexity of the camera pipeline operations. Several works have             
treated this problem. For example, Liu et al. in [27] and [28] propose a method for NLF                 
estimation based on the digital camera response functions that models images as            
piecewise smooths functions. Another work tried to find the overall image noise            
distribution from small and smooth patches of the given image, like Colom and Buades              
did extending the Percentile method in [29]. The same authors have a more recent work               
that selects some windows of the image and uses the principal component analysis             
(PCA) method (presented by Pyatykh et al. in [30]) to estimate the NLF from a               
photograph ([31]). Other methods estimates the NLF from single image using the            
discrete cosine transform (DCT) and a sparse recovery method as seen in [32] by Jang               
et al.  
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There are also some data-driven approaches to this problem as the one proposed by              
Nam et al. in [33], where they try to estimate the parameters of the noise model taking                 
into account the RGB channels mix-ups. Another approximation of this type is the             
Multi-column Convolutional Neural Network (MC-Net) presented by Yang et al. in           
[34]. Here they use the capabilities of deep learning to train a neural network that               
estimates the NLF having as input a single noisy image.  
 
Following this work, we took the neural network presented in [34] and trained it to               
estimate the NLF but for real noisy images. This is different from what the authors did                
in [34] where they trained the network with syntethically added noise (with a real              
approximation).  
 
 
3.2.   Material and Methods  
 
3.2.1.   Ground truth NLF 
 
In order to train the MC-Net we need input data and its respective output from the                
model already computed. This output is an array representing the NLF for every image              
channel. So, this is what we call the ground truth NLF. 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Image noise per pixel 

 
For each pixel we consider its value in the ground truth image as the true value. Then,                 
we compute th standard deviation for that pixel using the values of that pixel in each                
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noisy image. Therefore, we will have for every intensity value in the image one or more                
standard deviation values as shown in figure 3.1. 
 
Once we have this, we compute for every pixel intensity (considering 256 different             
values) the average of the noise standard deviation. Therefore, our final NLF is a 256              ×
3 matrix. Finally, in order to make the training more robust and easy we filtered the                
NLF with a Butterworth filter to have a flatter frequency response (we used a 3rd order                
filter and a critical frequency of 0.03).  
 

 

Figure 3.2: NLF without filtering for scene 03 

 

Figure 3.3: NLF with filtering for scene 03 
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3.2.2.   Dataset organization for MC-Net 
 
Once we knew how to compute the ground truth NLF, we had to reorganize the dataset                
for the neural net. The problem was that we wanted as input, a fixed size of images, so                  
we decided the imput images would be 256 256 for computation purposes. The       ×      
problem here was to decide if crop the images by windows or resize the images from                
our SAND (since the original dimension was 4608 3072).×   
 
Taking into account that if we resize an image we loss information of the high               
frequencies and the noise would be erased and if we crop them, we get more               
training/testing pairs, we decided to crop them. Then, the dataset had for the MC-Net              
was:  

- 32 scenes with 216 windows per scene. 
- For every window we had the ground truth image, 30 sample images and the              

corresponding NLF. 
 
We ended having 230040 input images and NLFs pairs.  
 
 
3.2.3.   MC-Net 
 
A lot of statistycal approaches have been proposed in literature (see for instance, [27]              
and [28]) in order to estimate the signal dependent noise from a single image. But due to                 
the great performance that deep learning has shown in other computer vision areas such              
as image classification (Krizhevsky et al. [38]) or image segmentation (Ronneberger et            
al. [39]) we decided to find a data-driven approach for our purpose.  

 

Figure 3.4: MC-Net architecture, original figure from  [34] 
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This data-driven approach was the one presented by Jingyu Yang et al. [34]. The              
architecture of this model consists on three main convolutional neural networks (CNN)            
parallelised, with the outputs concatenated, followed by an SPP-net ([35]) and two            
dense layers. They use three different CNNs with a kernel size per column (as we can                
see in figure 3.4) in order to be more robust to changes in smoothnes.  
 
This SPP-net, proposed by Kaiming He et al. [35], is a spatial pyramid pooling layer               
that they use because at the end of each column, they have feature maps with different                
sizes. So, with this added layer, they can solve this problem and learn better the               
differences between columns. But, we implemented also the MC-Net without the SPP            
layer in order to reduce the number of parameters (7077888 less). 
 

 

Figure 3.5: Our MC-Net approximation without SPP layer 

 
A change that we did for the architecture without SPP layer was to create a flatten layer                 
as output of each three CNN. And, instead of concatenating three feature maps in the               
third dimension, we concatenated the three flatten layers in order to have a single vector               
as the multi-column CNNs output. 
 
As you may observe in figure 3.5, the final dense layer has an output of 192, instead of                  
768 (256 intensity values 3 color channels). This is done because we made a   ×           
subsampling by a factor of 4 of the computed NLF. We decided to do that step because                 
we want to simplify the training since the subsampled NLF mantains the shape, once it               
is upsampled again (see figure 3.6).  
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NLF without subsampling NLF with subsampling 

  

  

  

Figure 3.6: Comparison between subsampling or not the NLF 

 
Every dense and convolutional layer is activated using the ReLU function. This function             
acts linearly if the input to a neuron is positive, and set its output to zero for negative                  
inputs: 
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Moreover, between each convolutional layer and activation layer, a batch normalization           
is performed. A method presented by Ioffe et al. in [36] that makes the model more                
robust just by adding normalization for each training mini-batch to the layer inputs. This              
makes the model converge faster because the learning rates can be higher.  
 
Another thing to take into account are the initializers of the dense layers. The kernel               
weights are initialized using the glorot normal or also called Xavier [37]. This generates              
values from a distribution with mean 0, and standard deviation: 
 

 
 
Where fanin is the number of inputs to the layer and fanout are the number of output units.                  
Finally, the bias are initialized to one.  
 
This neural network model was implemented and trained using Python and the open 
source library, Keras  and all the code can be found in Github . 10 11

 
 
3.2.4.   Training the model 
 
Once the MC-Net architecture was build, was time to train the model. In order to do so,                 
we split the data in train, validation and test. The training data where 26 scenes, where                
for every window of each, we got 5 sample images. We ended having 28080 samples               
for training purposes (we did not get more sample for computational limitations). But             
for validating the model, we got the same scenes as training but with other different 5                
sample images per window. It makes a total of 6480 images for test data. And finally,                
for testing data we got 6 scenes (with also 5 images per window) which corresponds to                
nearly a 20% of the training data. We used a NVIDIA Geforce Rtx 2080 Ti GPU                
(kindly provided by Plyzer) and for each architecture it tooks around 2 hours to train. 
 
Following the training method used by the MC-Net creators [34], we trained the model              
in two stages. For both stages we used as loss function the mean squared error, a decay                 
of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.9. In the first one, we trained each convolutional network               
column independently, with a learning rate of 0.001. Once the 3 CNNs were trained, we               
load the correspondent weights to the whole MC-Net architecture and trained it using a              
learning rate of 0.0001 this time. 

10 Keras, the Python Deep Learning library. https://keras.io/  
11 https://github.com/CarlosRamis/tfg_real_denoising  
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3.3.   Results  
 
After training both models, we ended having different results. First, we trained the             
MC-Net without SPP layer during 204 epochs and got a train loss value of 0.31 and a                 
test loss value of 0.51 as shown in figure 3.7. 
 

 

Figure 3.7: Loss values in function of epochs (MC-Net without SPP) 

 
Then, with the original architecture, as train loss value we got 0.46 and for the test loss                 
value 0.49, but this time with 253 epochs of training (in order to have a similar test                 
value for both architectures). Therefore the original architecture is slighty better in the             
test set but using more epochs. This comparison is reflected in figures 3.9 and 3.10 and                
table 3.1.  
 

 

Figure 3.8: Loss values in function of epochs (MC-Net without SPP) 
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Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
SE 9.44  M =  × 10−6  

 
SE .78  M = 8 × 10−6   

 
SE 34.77  M =  × 10−6   

 
 15.16  MSESP P =  × 10−6   

 
 15.04  MSESP P =  × 10−6  

 
 18.23  MSESP P =  × 10−6  

Figure 3.9: Three test experiments with both trained MC-Nets. After every sample 
image we have (from top to bottom): Ground truth NLF, MC-Net with SPP predicted 

NLF, MC-Net without SPP predicted NLF 
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Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
SE 4.22  M =  × 10−5  

 
SE 4.59  M =  × 10−6  

 
SE 160.57  M =  × 10−6  

 
 5.65  MSESP P =  × 10−6   

 
 7.29  MSESP P =  × 10−6  

 
 155.30  MSESP P =  × 10−6   

Figure 3.10: Other three test experiments with both trained MC-Nets. After every 
sample image we have (from top to bottom): Ground truth NLF, MC-Net with SPP 

predicted NLF, MC-Net without SPP predicted NLF 

 
 
Regarding to the results presented in figures 3.9 and 3.10, where the samples are chosen               
randomly, and although the results can vary depending the sample, the model without             
SPP may give better results because there are more cases where MSE is lower than               
MSESPP. But, if we pay attention to the table 3.1, the mean MSESPP per scene is alway                 
lower. So, in our test cases, the MC-Net with the SPP layer gave us better results. This                 
table is obtained from the values represented in figures 3.11 and 3.12.  
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Test scene 1 2 3 4 5 6 

mean MSE 3.935 × 10−6  0.012 × 10−6  8.521 × 10−6  0.362 × 10−6  3.706 × 10−6  1.906 × 10−6  

mean MSESPP 3.535 × 10−6  7.691 × 10−6  5.981 × 10−6  8.061 × 10−6  9.514 × 10−6  4.425 × 10−6  

 
Table 3.1: Mean MSEs per test scene 

 
In figures 3.11 and 3.12 we can see the MSEs between the predicted NLFs and the                
ground truth NLFs for a single sample image per window. So, as we had 216 windows                
per scene, for every single test scene this plot contains 216 MSE values (the blue               
points). Besides, the red points are the mean MSEs values that we can see in table 3.1.                 
Despite the fact that there are some outliers per scene, most of the blue points are                
concentrated between 0 and 0.0002.  
 
Once, the results are presented we can say that the neural network architecture with the               
SPP layer gives better results, probably for the SPP layer itself, the concatenation layer              
in the third dimension or the fact that we trained it with more epochs (but having a test                  
loss nearly the same as our MC-Net approach), but we would need to do more tests in                 
order to ensure one of these reasons.  
 

 

Figure 3.11: MSE between predicted NLF with MC-Net (without SPP) and ground 
truth per test scene 
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Figure 3.12: MSE between predicted NLF with MC-Net (with SPP) and ground truth 
per test scene 

 
3.4.   Discussion 
 
After analyzing the two architectures that we have implemented based in [34], we             
wanted to compare our results with other existing one that was not data-driven. This              
other method is one mentioned before, a method based on PCA proposed by Colom and               
Buades [31]. They estimate the variance of the noise with the eigenvalues from the              
covariance matrix of some windows of the sample image. The windows selected, are the              
ones that have the lowest variance in the whole photograph. But, as in other noise               
related algorithms, this one was tested with uniform Gaussian noise and we already             
know that this is not the case in real noisy pictures. 
 
The figures 3.13 and 3.14 presents the performance of the PCA method with the same               
sample images from 3.9 and 3.10 (our MC-Net implementations results). Nearly in all             
of the cases presented, PCA gives an estimation of noise higher than the real one. Then,                
if we compare the MSEPCA of that sample images with the MSE and MSESPP, MSEPCA               
gives always worse results.  
 
After all, we can say that data-driven methods for noise estimation is a good way to                
follow with what we have seen in this section. But there is still a main limitation, the                 
estimation of noise of a whole image. Due to computational limitations, we could not              
train the models with the full size images of our SAND, so probably a solution would be                 
to improve this computational settings or find a way to estimate the whole image NLF,               
given a set of block patches NLFs.  
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Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
 58.87  MSEP CA =  × 10−6  

 
 7.87  MSEP CA = 3 × 10−6   

 
 38.92  MSEP CA =  × 10−6   

Figure 3.13: Three test experiments with PCA method. After every sample image we 
have (from top to bottom): Ground truth NLF, PCA method predicted NLF 
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Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
Ground truth NLF 

 
 80.90  MSEP CA =  × 10−6  

 
 1.80  MSEP CA = 1 × 10−6   

 
 289.06  MSEP CA =  × 10−6   

Figure 3.14: Other three test experiments with PCA method. After every sample image 
we have (from top to bottom): Ground truth NLF, PCA method predicted NLF 
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4.   CONCLUSIONS 
 
Noise is the lack of information that corrupts the images that we can take with a camera.                 
In this work we have presented some tools that would help us to understand and remove                
it in real noisy images. The goal of this project was to add more resources for                
researchers working in denoising and other noise related topics in real photography. 
 
The main topic of this study have been the creation of a real noisy photographs dataset,                
the SAND. We present a dataset with jpeg and raw noisy images with their              
corresponding ground truth images that can be found on the e-Repositori UPF. 
 
 
4.1.   Limitations and problems found 
 
The difficulties on the creation of this dataset come from the fact that there are only a                 
few datasets of this sort in literature. Moreover, and very related to this, there is a lack                 
of a standarized procedure to create such a dataset. Even when following the work              
described in literature, there are many possible design choices that have to be made.              
Another important obstacle that we found is that is complicated to take sample images              
for a dataset of pictures of the street. This occurs due to people taking a walk in the                  
streets, the cars and motorbikes that can also appear in this sample images and the               
precision that one needs in orther to take many images of the same still scene.  
 
Finally, for noise estimation most of the works in the literature assume gaussian noise.              
This is also the case for methods using neural networks in order to estimate or remove                
the noise. But since deep learning based methods have shown very succesful results in              
many topics of computer vision we chose this not so well treated problem for test our                
dataset. A big limitation we faced is that there is not a lot of NLF estimation methods                 
code over the Internet, in order the make more and better comparisons. 
 
 
4.2.   Future work 
 
There is still a lot of work to do in this topic. In the case of our dataset, SAND, more                    
scenes can be introduced in order to have more data. Besides, it would be very               
interesting to add pictures from other devices, like other DSLR cameras or smartphones.             
Although, we only included graffitis and art murals photographs in this dataset, another             
type of scenarios could be added in order to have more variety and range of colors.  
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On the noise level function estimation problem, there are so many neural network             
architectures that can be found in literature, so it would be interesting to try with other                
data-driven methods in order to estimate noise in real images. Furthemore, in the case of               
using a CNN approach, we must find a way to estimate the NLF of a full image in order                   
to facilitate and improve the performance of denoising algorithms. Finally, this kind of             
methods could not only work for daily photographs, they could be also implemented in              
different type of noisy images as medical or astronomical ones, or including movie             
frames.  
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